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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new hair rendering technique for
Anime characters. The overall goal is to improve current cel
shaders by introducing a new hair model and hair shader.
The hair renderer is based on a painterly rendering algo-
rithm which uses a large amount of particles. The hair
model is rendered twice: first for generating the silhouettes
and second for shading the hair strands. In addition we
also describe a modified technique for specular highlighting.
Most of the rendering steps (except the specular highlight-
ing) are performed on the GPU and take advantage of recent
graphics hardware. However, since the number of particles
determines the quality of the hair shader, a large number
of particles is used which reduces the performance accord-
ingly.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation;
I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics
and Realism.Color, shading, shadowing, and texture
Keywords
Cartoon Shading, Hair Rendering, Stylized Rendering
1. INTRODUCTION
Hair plays an important role in Anime, the Japanese version
of Animation. The hair is not only one of the most impor-
tant visual features for human beings in real life, but also
for human beings in comics, cartoons, and Anime. After
eyes, the hair is the feature that best shows the characters’
individuality [13]. Hairstyle says a lot about personality and
is characterized by the simplification of the hair strands and
shading, the black outlines, and by special specular high-
lighting. The hair is a crucial feature used to distinguish
between different cartoon characters, especially in Anime
(cf. figure 1). There has been significant research on im-
proving the photo-realistic rendering quality of hair [2, 7],
however, there has been little research on cartoon hair.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1: Real Anime examples (a-b) and results of
our algorithm (c-d).
The aim of this paper is to produce high quality Anime hair
images by using a sophisticated hair model. We mainly focus
on:
• an easy hair model for efficient Anime rendering,
• the generation of outlines for the hair strands,
• hair shading with a modified toon diffuse shading, and
• an efficient specular zigzag highlighting, characteristic
of Anime hair.
After an overview of related work, in section 2, we demon-
strate our approach, including the presentation of the hair
model, the creation of the silhouettes, the diffuse shading,
and the charactestic zigzag specular highlighting. Note that
our approach is based heavily on OpenGL extensions pro-
vided by the latest computer graphics hardware. Perfor-
mance tests and results are discussed in section 4. Finally,
we conclude the paper with directions for future work.
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2. RELATED WORK
It is still difficult to render over 100,000 hair strands in real-
time. Therefore, the hair model is an essential part of the
hair shader. A good overview of different hair models are
presented in [10].
Noble and Tang use NURBS surfaces for their hair geometry
[15]. In [9], the hair is modeled in 2D NURBS strips, where
the visible strips are tessellated and warped into U-shape
strips. In contrast, Kim and Neumann use an optimized
hierarchy of hair clusters [6]. Mass-Spring based hair models
[17] are commonly used for hair simulation, because they are
simple and efficient to use.
However, previous publications in hair modeling have mainly
been focused on impressive computer-generated hair simu-
lation and rendering with realistic and photo-realistic be-
havior (cf. [19]). Several papers have been published to im-
prove the appearance, dynamic and self-shadowing of hairs
[7, 2], and the model of human hairs [6]. However, fewer re-
searchers have focused on cell-based (cartoon) hair models
[11, 15, 3]. Mao et al. present an interactive hairstyle mod-
eling environment for creating non-photorealistic hairstyles
[11]. Their system includes a user-friendly sketch interface
which generates hairstyles that can be sketched by model-
ers. Hairstyles are simply generated by sketching free-form
strokes of the hairstyle silhouette lines. The system auto-
matically generates the different hair strains and renders
them in a cartoon, cel animation style. A similar approach
with good results has been presented in [18]. Coˆte´ et al.
introduce a polygon-based technique to recreate an inking
technique [3]. The system provides an intuitive interface to
assist artists and produces cartoon-like hair using a hatching
technique.
Our approach is based on the painterly renderer model pre-
sented by Meier in [12] where a large number of particles had
been used to simulating brush strokes paintings. Silhouettes
are a very important feature in many Non-Photorealistic
rendering (NPR) algorithms, especially in cartoon shading.
Interesting and efficient algorithms for artistic silhouettes
are proposed by [5, 16]. In [20] Wilson and Ma present
an algorithm where complex 3d objects are rendered in a
Pen-and-Ink style using hybrid geometry and image-based
techniques.
This paper concentrates on removing unnecessary detail of
the Pen-and- Ink style when the underlying 3D object is
complex. Current research in NPR is directed towards im-
proving toon shading to achieve a more toon-like rendering.
Nasr and Higgett introduce a new rendering shader to make
rendered objects not too glossy and shiny [14]. Anjyo and
Hiramitsu introduced cartoon style specular highlights to
make toon shading look more like cel animation [1]. In ad-
dition, Lake et al. present a real-time animation algorithm
for toon shading [8].
The most novel elements of our work include
• an efficient and easy-to-use hair model using particles
rendered on GPU,
• a silhouette renderer for the hair strands, and
• the combination of diffuse lighting with zigzag specular
highlighting effects.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper, we mainly focus on the rendering of hair
patches. This section gives a brief overview of the hair
model and its physics. In most photorealistic hair shader
techniques, hundreds if not thousands of hairs are rendered
and animated. In contrast, our method uses a relatively
small amount of hair strands to generate a believable result.
An overview of the overall pipeline is depicted in figure 2.
The algorithm consists of three steps:
1. Creation of the hair model and hair strands by using
a billboard approach
2. Definition of the silhouette
3. Shading the hair strands with a diffuse and specular
lighting model
3.1 Hair Model
3.1.1 GPU based Particles
For rendering the hair strands, we implemented a special
particle system, where a single strand consists of multiple
particles. Alpha blended particles are placed at the gener-
ated points as screen-aligned billboards. Thus, our approach
generates a sparse-hair model using different particles that
are connected together by using a Catmull-Rom spline (cf.
figure 3). The points p1..pn are user-defined and match the
character’s head. Notice that the particles are based on a
spring-mass model. Moreover, we implemented simple colli-
sion detection with a sphere that represents the head. This
is used when the hair model is initialized and animated.
Figure 3: Creation of a hair strand: With user-
defined particles (a), we define a Catmull-Rom
spline on which the billboards are generated (b). Fi-
nally, the width of the billboard is re-sized to guar-
antee a better shape for the strand (c).
All generated particles are potential centers of the billboard
particles that generate the “surface” of the strand. Thus,
these particles will be used later to position the billboard
texture that composes the strand. Next, the billboard ver-
tices have to be generated. Similar to [4], this task is per-
formed on the GPU: The coordinates of the center of the
Figure 2: Overall Rendering Pipeline.
billboard - which is the coordinate of the particle - is sent to
the vertex program four times, accompanied by the correct
texture coordinates needed for the strand texture. These
two coordinates can be used in combination to create each
corner of the billboard.
Figure 4: The billboard particles get re-sized by the
factor f .
Finally, the billboard size (with its user-defined width) gets
scaled by the factor
f = sin
(
(t+shiftX)·π
1+shiftX
)
where t ranges between 0 and 1. The user-defined shiftX
is the shift of the sine curve along the x-axis (cf. figure 4)
and has been defined by 0.2. It is to achieve the shape of a
hair strand shown in figure 4. However, different formulas
can be used to change the shape of the hair strands.
As a result, the size of the hair-clump billboard gets scaled
as depicted in figure 5.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: The Hair Model: The simplified presen-
tation of the billboard model (a). The hair model
consists of 2,500 billboard particles.
Since the hair strands do not have a real geometry (as pro-
posed by [11]) and are defined by billboard particles, we have
to calculate the normals for further shading. Figure 6 shows
how both the tangents and the normals are calculated for
each billboard particle.
The user defined particle’s position is defined by pi(i =
1, 2, .., n − 1). Obviously, the normal of a particle has to
face away from the center of the hair model. Let C be the
center of the hair model and Hi is the normalized vector
pi
pi-1
pi+1
Hi
Hi-1
Hi+1
NiTi
Ni-1
Ti-1
Ni+1Ti+1
C
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Calculating the normal vector: (a) The
tangent vector and the vector with its origin in the
head’s center are used to calculate the right vector.
(b) The cross product of the right vector and the
vector Ti are than used to calculate the normal vec-
tor.
facing away from C the center of the head. However, Hi
cannot be used as a normal vector for the billboard particle,
because the particles do not necessarily have to be aligned
along the head’s surface. We therefore compute the tangent
vector Ti which is simply calculated by pi−1 − pi. To get
the correct vector, we then calculate Ri = Ti ×Hi. Notice
that the vector Hi has its origin in the head’s center and
is always pointing to the surface of the billboard (cf. fig-
ure 6(a). Finally, the normal vector Ni is calculated by the
cross product of the normalized tangent vector Ti and the
normalized right vector Ri (cf. figure 6).
3.2 Sorting the Hair Strands
After discussing the creation of the particles and the bill-
boards, this section mainly focuses on the rendering order
of the billboards. The rendering order of the strands is very
important to solve the depth issues and the root of the hair
strands plays an important role in determining this. We
sort the hair strands according to the distance from the eye
position to the root position of hair strands (cf. figure 7(a))
before rendering the individual particle billboards (b). This
prevents hair strands at the back of head from covering hair
strands at the front of the face.
In addition to the depth sorting, we also add a “relative”
depth value, which is applied to the different hair strands.
This is applied randomly at the beginning of the application
and influences the final rendering order of the individual hair
strands. The relative depth level (cf. figure 8(a)) is coded in
RGB-color values with three depth values (R = back, G =
middle, and B = front) and may change the rendering order
of the hair strands. Therefore, before the current strand
is rendered, the depth level of the two neighbors (the left
and the right neighbor) have to be checked. The neighbors
are determined by the root position of hair strands when
the hair model is initialized. If the left or right neighbor is
relatively behind the current hair strand (e.g. the current
hair strand’s color is green, but the right hair strand’s color
is blue), the neighbor strand has to be rendered firstly. The
pseudo-code for the recursive rendering algorithm can be
root ?
?
Figure 7: (a) The rendering order of the particles de-
pending on the eye’s position. (b) Relative depth or-
der between the neighbors of the current hair strand
can still influence the final rendering order of the
hair strands.
described as follows:
for each hair strand
RenderRelativeOrder( current strand );
RenderRelativeOrder( strand ) {
if ( strand.isRendered())
return;
if ( strand.left.level < strand.level)
RenderRelativeOrder(strand.left);
if ( strand.right.level < strand.level)
RenderRelativeOrder(strand.right);
render(strand);
}
Finally, some of the hair strands get occluded by the body’s
geometry (e.g. the head). The depth test between the hair
billboards and the body is performed in the fragment shader.
In a first step, the depth of the particles are calculated in
the vertex shader.
vert2frag VPshader(app2vert IN) {
vert2frag OUT;
...
OUT.particleDepth = ((Particle_centerPosition.z /
Particle_centerPosition.w) +
1.0f) / 2.0f;
...
}
The reference depth map of the body is forwarded to the
fragment shader, where the depth test is performed. The
particle billboard has only been drawn if it is in front of the
3d geometry - thus, hair strands in the back of the head are
not drawn.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8: Hair Silhouettes using the relatively
sorted hair strands.
frag2app FPshader(vert2frag IN,
uniform sampler2D depthRef) {
frag2app OUT;
...
refDepth = tex2D(depthRef, IN.texCoordScreen);
// do not draw the particle if it is behind the
// phantom geometry (e.g. head)
if ( IN.particleDepth < refDepth ) {
OUT.color = ParticleColor;
}
...
}
As a result, the hair strand billboards are sorted according to
their depth and relative position to their neighbor strands,
and rendered into a texture for further use in the fragment
shader (cf. next section). Note that the hair strands are
rendered twice: first for creating the silhouettes and second
for the diffuse lighting of the hair strands (cf. Section 3.4.1).
3.3 Rendering the Silhouette
Using the rendering order of the hair strands and the refer-
ence image, we can easily calculate a simplified silhouette of
the hair strands. By applying a Sobel edge detection filter
on the reference texture, the necessary data can be found
for constructing the silhouettes (cf. figure 8(b)).
As described before, we use a two-step re-arranging ap-
proach for sorting the hair strands (in the first step the
strands are sorted from the back to the front of the head; in
the second step the hair strands can be slightly re-arranged
according to the relative depth of their immediate neigh-
bors). This re-arrangement of hair strands can be causing
slight “jumping” effects especially near the root of the hair.
This could be minimized by selecting proper width for the
strands and proper relative depth.
(a) Original Silhouettes (b) Original Silhouettes at
different eye position
(c) Intensity modified Silhou-
ettes
(d) Intensity modified Sil-
houettes at different eye po-
sition
Figure 9: Hair Silhouettes
However, a better solution is by fading out the intensity
of the silhouettes which are close to the root of the hair by
using a fading function. The intensity of the reference image
is modified by the following function.
f =
1.0− cos(t · π)
2.0
for all t ∈ [0, 1]
Again, the variable t represents the value from the first to
the last particle of a single hair strand. As the “jumping”
effects are most disturbing on the top of the head, we simply
fade out the hair strand on the root of the hair. The results
are shown in figure 9. Figures (a) and (b) demonstrate how
the silhouettes get changed, especially on the top of the
hair caused by the re-arrangement of the hair strands. In
contrast this effect can be hardly recognized by using the
fading function (cf. figures (c) and (d)).
3.4 Shading
3.4.1 Diffuse Lighting
Simplification of geometry and shading is important for gen-
erating Anime-characters. Similar to the silhouettes, we
use the reference image generated in the first step of the
pipeline. In contrast, the order of how the particles are
rendered within one hair strand is important for achieving a
nice diffuse lighting effect. Therefore, the billboard particles
need to be rendered from the furthest to the closest accord-
ing to the eye position. To achieve a better performance,
we simply sort the hair strands according to their distance
from the eye position to the root and tip of the hair strand.
The pseudo code shown below uses the following notation:
droot is the distance between the eye position and the root
of a single hair strand. dtip is the distance between the eye
position and the tip of a single hair strand. The function
addToList adds the actual hair strand to the corresponding
rootList or tipList.
for i = 0 to n− 1 do
droot ← distance(EyePostion, RootCurrentHairStrand[i])
dtip ← distance(EyePosition, TipCurrentHairStrand[i])
if droot ≤ dtip then
addToList(rootList, hair-strand[i])
else
addToList(tipList, hair-strand[i])
end if
end for
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 10: Diffuse Lighting with Texture Lookup
After sorting the hair strands, we can render the parti-
cles. First, the color of the body’s reference image is ren-
dered, then the particles are rendered. Again the depth test
is done in the fragment shader. However, diffuse shading
causes a problem (cf. Figure 10(c)). The combination of
the Painter’s algorithm with a step-function for the texture
generates unwanted shading effects. Therefore, we used a
different texture to generate the diffuse lighting (cf. Figure
10(a)).
3.4.2 Specular Lighting
In [1] Anjyo and Hiramitsu present a novel highlight shader
for cartoon rendering and animation. The specular high-
lights are an essential part of the Anime hair shading. In
Asian cartoons, the specular highlight of the hair is mostly
used to show the volume of the hair. We recognized that
in most characters, the current specular highlighting model
cannot be used. However, it does not always show the ac-
p
Figure 11: Calculating the specular term.
curate shininess of hair but the approximated areas of high-
lights. There are many different styles of cartoon specular
shapes and they are usually exaggerated and simplified. The
cartoon specular does not vary much depending on the eye
position.
Instead of using the traditional Blinn’s specular model, we
propose a new highlight shader for the 3D object. Instead,
our specular term is composed by using the tangent vector
T and the normal vector N of the hair strand billboard:
specular = KS · lightColor · (max(L •W, 0))shineness
where L is the direction towards the light source, and W a
“weighted” factor composed of the addition of the normal
vector N and the tangent vector T . The vector W can be
expressed by the vectors N and T , and the weight value w:
W = N · w + T · (1− w)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: The different weight values (a) weight =
0.0, (b) weight = 0.5, and (c) weight = 1.0 can influence
the position of the specular highlighting.
Figure 11 illustrates the specular model. Notice that the
weight value is user-defined and influences the final results
(cf. figure 12). As a result, the highlight can be moved from
the tip to the root of the hair strands by simply changing
the weight value from 0 to 1.
(c)(a)
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Figure 13: The pipeline of the specular highlight:
after merging the particles (pi), we achieve potential
points mi (b) which are representing potential points
for creating the triangle mesh (c).
User defined textures are used to achieve exaggerated, sim-
plified, and cartoon-style highlights. The specular hair model
has its own structure which is the same as the original hair
model but containing less points. Figure 14 shows the steps
to generate a stylised specular highlight.
Here we explain the merging and linking of specular points.
Our algorithm iterates over all strands and removes all par-
ticle links that have a larger value than the user defined
distance to each particles (cf. figure 13(a)). Consequently,
the particles of a single hair strand get merged (which is
the average value of the particles of a single group) into
one single particle (cf. figure 13(b)). Depending on the
user-defined threshold and the distance between the single
particles, one or more groups are generated. Finally, we ren-
der the highlight textures as a series of triangle strips which
are composed by the merged (averaged) particles (cf. figure
13(c)).
Notice that the linked specular texture needs more than just
one texture depending on the amount of particles that are
connected to generate one highlight. By using a single tex-
ture, the specular highlight gets stretched and/or squished
which results in unwanted artifacts. Figures 16(c) and 16(d)
shows two example results of multiple specular highlight
links with different lengths.
The different thresholds are defined by the user. The ad-
vantage is that the modeler can tweak the highlight to get
great results. However, it may require too many user inputs
(e.g. threshold value for the specular value, the minimum
distance between merging points, and the linking of different
textures) to generate nice renderings.
4. RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
This system is implemented in C++ using OpenGL and
nVIDIA’s CG shader language. We tested our setup on a
Pentinum 4, 3.00 GHz, and an nVIDIA GeForce 7800 graph-
ics card with 256 MB. Figure 16 shows some results, where
the user easily changed the properties of hair to achieve the
different renderings.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 14: The different pipeline steps for generat-
ing the specular highlight: firstly, all particles are
marked with a special specuar highlight threshold
(a). Potential particles are merged (b) and define
the triangle strip (c), which is used for rendering
the highlight texture (d).
The hair model was composed of 1,871 particles. However,
in total we had to render 3,742 particles per frame (once for
the silhouette and once for the diffuse shading). The number
of sample points used for the specular highlighting contained
737 particles. The size of reference buffer was defined by
the maximum resolution of 512 x 512. For the rendering of
the 3D model, we used a special cartoon renderer (which
improves the quality of traditional cartoon shader models)
by using reference buffers and 2D filters. However, the visual
improvements slow down the performance and the shader
for the model (without the hair shader) runs with 7.0 ∼
7.5 frames per second. The hair shader (without rendering
the model) runs at 3.0 ∼ 3.5 frames per second. Together,
both shaders are executed with 2.3 ∼ 2.4 frames per second.
Instead of performance issues, we mainly wanted to improve
the rendering quality.
This paper presents a novel rendering method for cartoon
based hair models. By using a special hair model with par-
ticles, we demonstrate an efficient way to generate the out-
lines. Moreover, we present the lighting effects, describing
how to generate both the diffuse and specular lighting. Our
main goal of this study was to improve the rendering quality.
However, one of the most important steps is to improve the
rendering performance. Another important task is to solve
the restriction of using un-twisted hair strands. Unfortu-
nately, our approach does not allow twisted hair strands.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 15: Stylized, specular highlighted hair tex-
ture with the corresponding texture.
Similar to the Painter’s algorithm with teethed surfaces, we
would have to split the individual hair strands. Finally, an-
other hot topic would be the automatic animation of hair
strands using a spring-mass model.
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